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Saalome gam nan ben urda, gan niber asala hesporona.￤Peace be on the Earth, and among all created-creations!

￫_￫ Semjase's Explanations...

Human Beings from the Plejaren Planets (Plejaren) - IV

The Billy Meier Case: True or a Hoax?
•

The purpose of this text is to present a fair, neutral and unbiased treatment of, and
approach to, the Billy Meier case.

by Christian Frehner, FIGU Switzerland.
FLCA Shop

￫ An Important Preliminary Explanation

https://ca.figu.org/figu-shop---the-billy-meier-case--true-or-a-hoax-.html

The method to achieve a result that is relatively congruent with reality is, by asking all
those relevant questions that any sincere scientist or researcher would ask.
Getting at the core of reality and assessing facts, requires an open mind that does not
shy away from staying on track, even when the findings contradict current views,
beliefs and hypotheses etc.

Unfortunately, the world still greatly lacks people like Archimedes, Galileo Galilei or
Einstein, among many others, who were capable of breaking through contemporary
prejudices and beliefs, and brought forth new knowledge that led to a "chain reaction"
of new findings etc.
Rational thinking is an endless quest to detect and reveal reality, because truth may
be found only in facts, i.e. reality.

The truth stands in absolute opposition to any form of belief, because any belief
– without exception – is per se, unprovable.
Based on this, the author stresses the fact that he neither intends nor wishes to
convince anybody as regards judging or believing the Billy Meier case as being true.

Quoting Billy Meier here may add some elucidation:

"Contrary to conviction or persuasion stands certainty, which
originates alone from a given fact and, therefore, from realness, reality
and its truth, which may be proven throughout and has nothing to do
with a conviction, but is integrated into an effective knowledge as well
as into that which is given by, and which is factual through, reality and
its truth.
Certainty is a firm, steadfast knowledge that can be proven through the
verification of an issue, or through experience and the living of it, and
therefore through reality and its truth."
The fact that the author closely collaborates with Billy Meier makes no difference
whatsoever concerning the relevance of the following discourse, at least so long as he
applies neutrality, logic and an absence of prejudice.

Based on a kind reminder from a FIGU companion, our knowledge to the Saalome Peace Meditation
sentence has been updated since April 2nd, 2021.
In view of the above, we are withdrawing the relevant English expression that used on the first pages of
Saalome Outlook@202101 (EN), @202102 (EN) and @202103 (EN).

￫_￫ Visit James Moore's Future of Mankind (FOM) for more details:

In fact, the familiarity between the author and Billy Meier will turn out to be a great
advantage, based on the opportunities of first-hand and long-term observations,
impressions, insight and understanding etc.

https://www.futureofmankind.co.uk/Billy_Meier/Main_Page •
https://www.futureofmankind.info/Billy_Meier/Main_Page
•
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•

Plejaren are procreating in the same natural wise/way as Earth humans.

•

•

The process of artificial insemination carries a considerable risk of causing
mutations that are not detected and which can gradually cause physical
and mental degenerative effects.

This means that males and females cling to each other and experience the act of procreation
together. Actually – except bacteria etc. – all material life forms procreate through males
impregnating females.
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•

The Plejaren feel the same sexual pleasure as other human beings on other worlds.

•

•

The Plejaren are no exception.

Sexual pleasure can be experienced by all human life-forms that are bound to a physical body.
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